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I Introduction

Purpose
Central Piedmont Community College has established an All Hazards Emergency Response Plan to minimize the impact of an emergency on students, faculty, staff, visitors and facilities. The plan is designed to provide policies, procedures and assign roles and responsibilities necessary to effectively respond to an emergency. The All Hazard Emergency Response Plan is a college wide plan that guides the emergency response of personnel and resources on all campuses and is based on the following assumptions:

- An emergency may occur at any time of the day or night, weekend or holiday, with little or no warning.
- Emergencies occurring at CPCC will be assessed by College Security and when determined to require the services of emergency response agencies (Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police, Charlotte Fire Department, Huntersville Police, Matthews Police, and/or Matthews Fire Department, Mecklenburg County Health Department, Medic), the appointed Incident Commander for the agencies will be in charge of the incident. The College will provide support to those agencies.
- An emergency may go beyond the college, affecting the surrounding community. This may delay the response time of off-site emergency response agencies.
- All employees and students have a personal responsibility to be familiar with what to do in an emergency to protect their safety.

Priorities
The mission of Central Piedmont Community College shall be to respond to an emergency in a safe and timely manner by providing support to responding agencies, all students, visitors and personnel affected and effectively communicating the status of events. The order of priorities is:

1. To protect the lives, safety and health of all students, faculty, staff and visitors at every Central Piedmont Community College campus.
2. To protect all CPCC facilities, equipment and services from loss due to an emergency.
3. To effectively communicate with all involved parties throughout an emergency.
4. To provide for the continuation of college operations and services damaged or interrupted by an emergency.

Authority
The CPCC All Hazards Emergency Response Plan is authorized by the President of the College. The plan is designed to work in conjunction with area first responders and shall be subordinate to local, state and federal plans during a disaster declared by these authorities. A copy of the plan will be provided to the Charlotte Mecklenburg Emergency Management Office, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police and Fire Departments, Matthews Police and Fire Departments and Huntersville Police Department.

The All Hazards Emergency Response Plan will be maintained by the Safety and Emergency Preparedness Coordinator. Proposed changes to the plan shall be submitted to the Safe College Team for approval.
II Emergency Level Classification
The All Hazards Emergency Response Plan addresses emergencies on four levels. The definition of each is listed with examples.

Level 1  A minor incident where College Security performs an assessment and confirms that there is no potential hazard to persons and/or property. Example: Minor injury, minor traffic accident, power outage for short period of time.

Level 2  An incident that has the potential to pose a minimal hazard to persons and/or property. Example: Confirmed fire alarm, tornado watch, extended HVAC malfunctions during extreme weather conditions where building temperatures could not be maintained.

Level 3  An incident that has potential to have widespread impact to the public safety and/or property and requires assistance from an outside agency. Example: Bomb threat, power outage disrupting network and voice communications for an extended period of time, major fire or structural failure in unoccupied building.

Level 4  An incident or series of events that poses significant risk to persons and property requiring substantial assistance from resources outside the College. Example: Major Fire, explosion affecting many individuals/property, parking deck collapse or building structural failure when occupied, Terrorist Act in CenterCity.

III Emergency Operation Center
The Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is located at the Facilities Services Center Room 218. The EOC serves as centralized location where the Emergency Management Team and the Core Emergency Support Team will assemble and where all emergency response activities will be planned and delegated. If the primary site is not available, an alternate site has been established and is located on the third floor of the Disher Building. If the Central Campus area has to be evacuated, The Emergency Management Team will meet at the Harris Campus.

Following the notification of a Level 3 or Level 4 by College Security, the President will determine the need to activate the EOC. When the President activates the EOC, a message will be sent from the Executive Assistant to the President to the Emergency Management Team and the Core Emergency Support Team by telephone, email or other means alerting personnel to report directly to the EOC.

IV Roles and Responsibilities
Roles and responsibilities are defined in the plan for students, faculty and staff. An Emergency Management Team, Core Emergency Support Team and Emergency Support Teams have been established to lead the response and recovery in the event of a Level 3 or Level 4 emergency. A Building Emergency Captain Program has also been
established to work with College Security in assisting students, faculty, staff and visitors with evacuation and shelter in place procedures.

**Emergency Management Structure**

The emergency management structure is divided into three main components and is designed to use the resources of the College to effectively respond to an incident. The three components are 1) the Emergency Management Team, 2) the Core Emergency Support Team, and 3) the Emergency Support Teams. See Figure 1.

1) **Emergency Management Team**

The Emergency Management Team consists of the members of the Cabinet along with the Associate Vice President of Facilities and the Associate Vice President of Information Technology. All decisions concerning the College during an emergency will be made by the Emergency Management Team, including developing a plan of action to respond to the incident, with the President or his designee having the overall responsibility for managing the incident. During a Level 3 or Level 4 incident, the President will make the decision to activate the EOC.

2) **Core Emergency Support Team**

The function of the Core Emergency Support Team will be to provide support to the Emergency Management Team. Under the direction of the Emergency Management Team, the Core Team will be responsible for contacting the appropriate Emergency Support Teams needed, based on specific incidents. The Core Team will report with the Emergency Management Team to the EOC when activated during a Level 3 or Level 4 incident. The Core Emergency Support Team members are as follows:

- Director of College Security (Alternate - Assistant Director of Security - Central Campus)
- Executive Director of Facilities Management (Alternate - Director of Facilities Maintenance)
- *Campus Dean of the Affected Campus (Alternate - Associate Dean)
- Associate Vice President of Instruction (Alternate- Assistant to the Vice President of Instruction)
- Information Security Officer (Alternate – Executive Director of Administrative Information Services)
- Director of Health and Safety (Alternate - Safety and Emergency Preparedness Coordinator)

* Depending on the incident, may not initially report to the EOC.

3) **Emergency Support Teams**

The function of the Emergency Support Teams will be to perform tasks required in an emergency using the resources of the College. Each Emergency Support Team will be lead by the department with the personnel and resources most likely needed for the tasks to be performed in a particular incident. The support teams are named accordingly. The Emergency Management Team with assistance from the Core Emergency Support Team will assess the situation and determine which Emergency Support Teams should be activated. The Core Emergency Team will direct the response activities of the Emergency Support Teams and keep the
Emergency Management Team updated. All flow of information from the Emergency Support Teams, both to internal and external audiences will be first approved by the Communication Support Team under the direction of the Assistant to the President for Communication and Public Affairs. The Emergency Support Teams and their responsibilities are as follows:

Facilities Emergency Support Team
- Provide equipment and personnel using college assets to assist in building shutdowns, emergency repairs, and debris removal.
- Provide detailed diagrams and specifications for all campuses for emergency responders.
- Maintain a means of contact of Facilities personnel to respond to emergencies involving HVAC malfunctions, floods, utilities outages, damage to buildings and/or grounds.
- Provide backup support to College Security when needed.
- Coordinate the activities of Parking Staff.

College Security Emergency Support Team
- Provide assistance during building evacuations, campus evacuations, and/or shelter in place.
- Provide communication with and direction to the Building Emergency Captains.
- Provide assistance to and point of contact between first responders and the Emergency Management Team.
- Provide incident updates from first responders to the Emergency Management Team and maintain contact with the EOC.
- Provide assistance to first responders with traffic control and securing buildings.

Information Technology Services Emergency Support Team
- Provide support to the Emergency Management Team when the Crisis Communication Plan is activated by maintaining all voice telecommunications, mass emails, Internet related services, CPCC TV broadcasts, and voicemail updates.
- Provide guidance and technical expertise for incidents involving identity theft…

Student Affairs Emergency Support Team
- Provide student information to Emergency Management Team as directed.
- Provide resources for crisis debriefing or psychological counseling for student victims.

Finance/Procurement/Insurance Emergency Support Team
- Provide guidance and assistance in collecting and maintaining documentation for insurance, or other purposes.
- Provide purchasing information, records and/or other financial information requested by the Emergency Management Team.
- Secure emergency access funds in the form of a P-Card with increased limits and blocks removed.
• Implement payroll emergency procedures and other financial emergency procedures if necessary.

**Human Resources Emergency Support Team**
- Provide employee information to the Emergency Management Team as directed.
- Provide resources for crisis debriefing or psychological counseling to employee victims.
- Provide information/support on employee benefits to the Emergency Management Team.

**Health and Safety Emergency Support Team**
- Provide guidance and technical assistance in hazardous materials incident.
- Maintain and provide all chemical inventory records for all campuses to first responders.
- Provide guidance and technical assistance with all OSHA related incidents.
- Provide guidance and assistance in determining safety conditions for buildings, grounds or other affected areas.

**Communications Emergency Support Team**
- Oversee the development of key messages to share internally and externally. These messages will be developed in conjunction with Emergency Management Team and Core Emergency Support Team.
- Coordinate the generation and dissemination of the fact sheet to internal and external audiences as directed in the Crisis Communication Plan.
- Provide updated information throughout the crisis situation to faculty, staff, students, parents and the media.
- Monitor external media reports of the emergency operations at the College and update the Emergency Management Team on the reports and correct misinformation.
- Coordinate media briefings and provide direction of the dissemination of visual information to the external media.

**College Services Emergency Support Team**
- Serve as liaison to outside food service vendors.
- Provide direction for supplying any necessary food supplies.
- Coordinate alternative parking arrangements.

Legal Counsel will be consulted by the Emergency Management Team, under the
CPCC Level 3 or Level 4 Emergency

Emergency Management Team
- President
- Executive VP
- VP Instruction
- VP ESS
- VP Admin. Services
- Executive Asst. to the President
- Asst. to the Pres. for Comm. Relations & PA
- Assoc. VP Facilities
- Assoc. VP Technology

Reports to EOC

Core Emergency Support Team
- Director College Security
- Executive Director of Facilities Mgmt.
- Campus Dean
- Assoc. VP Instruction
- ITS Information Security Officer
- Director Health & Safety

Emergency Support Teams

*Emergency Support Teams will be called into action when directed by the Core Emergency Support Team

College Services
Health and Safety
Facilities
Human Resources
College Security
Information Technology
Communication
Student Affairs
Finance/Ins. Procurement
Building Emergency Captain Program
The Building Emergency Captain Program has been established to help minimize the impact of an emergency on students, faculty, staff, visitors and facilities. Building Emergency Captains will partner with personnel from the College Security Department of each campus to assist students, faculty, staff and visitors in the safe evacuation or “shelter in place” procedures during an emergency. The Building Emergency Captain program is an important part of the CPCC All Hazards Emergency Response Plan.

Program Structure
Each Campus at CPCC will have an assigned number of Building Emergency Captains based on the size and location of the building. Alternates will be appointed for each Building Emergency Captain position. The Building Emergency Captain Coordinator will be the Assistant Director of College Security for each Campus with assistance from the Safety and Emergency Preparedness Coordinator. Building Emergency Captains will be provided training and equipment.

Building Captain Responsibilities:
- Direct occupants in your area during an emergency evacuation.
- Introduce yourself to individuals in your area and identify yourself as a Building Captain.
- Report any suspected hazards or suspicious activities to College Security.
- Keep a current roster of personnel working in your area.
- Be familiar with the evacuation routes and shelter in place procedures in your area.

Student Responsibilities
The CPCC All Hazards Plans provides procedures for the safe and orderly evacuation of effected areas in case of fire or other emergencies. In some incidents, students may be directed to “Shelter in Place” such as in the case of a hazardous material spill or weather related emergency.

Students should:
- Become familiar with “What to do in an Emergency” Student Emergency Card before an emergency occurs. This information is posted on the CPCC website or you may request a copy from the CPCC Health and Safety Office.
- Become familiar the evacuation route/fire exit plan posted in your area.
- In the event of an evacuation, do not reenter the building until instructed to do so by Security, the Building Emergency Captain or other emergency personnel.
- In the event of a need to “Shelter in Place”, remain in your classroom until instructed to leave by Security, your instructor, the Building Emergency Captain or other emergency personnel.

Faculty Responsibilities
The CPCC All Hazards Emergency Response Plan provides procedures for the safe and orderly evacuation of effected areas in case of fire or other emergencies. In some incidents, personnel may need to “Shelter in Place” such as a hazardous material spill or weather related emergency. The role of faculty members during evacuation or “Shelter in Place” situations is crucial to the safety of students.
Faculty Members should:

- Become familiar with the “What to Do in an Emergency” Emergency Card before an emergency occurs. This information is posted on the CPCC Website or you may request a copy from the CPCC Health and Safety Office.
- Review the evacuation route/fire exit plan posted in your area with the students in your class.
- In the event of an evacuation, lead your students to the designated assembly point for your building.
- If you know of any students absent during the evacuation, it would be helpful to report this information to emergency responders to possibly prevent an unnecessary personnel search.
- In the event of a need to “Shelter in Place”, remain in your classroom with your students until instructed to move by Security, the Building Emergency Captain or other emergency personnel.
- If you are instructed to shelter in place, close all windows and stay away from windows. You may be instructed to move to a safer location, i.e., an interior room or a lower floor.
- Try to maintain order with your students until clarification of the situation has been given by Security, the Building Emergency Captain or other emergency personnel.
- If you have a student with a disability in your class, become familiar with how to assist him/her during an emergency. Review the procedure for Assisting Persons with Disabilities in the Emergency Evacuation Plan.
- Review any safety related information with your students upon request.

Staff Responsibilities

The CPCC All Hazards Emergency Response Plan provides procedures for the safe and orderly evacuation of effected areas in case of fire or other emergencies. In some incidents, personnel may need to “Shelter in Place” such as a hazardous material spill or weather related emergency. The role of staff members during evacuation or “Shelter in Place” is important in the safety of students, visitors and other personnel.

Staff members should:

- Become familiar with the “What to Do in an Emergency” Emergency Card before an emergency occurs. This information is posted on the CPCC Website or you may request a copy from the CPCC Health and Safety Office.
- Become familiar the evacuation route/fire exit plan posted in your area.
- In the event of an evacuation, assist in directing visitors and students to the designated assembly point for your building.
- In the event of a need to “Shelter in Place”, remain in your work area until instructed to move by Security, the Building Emergency Captain or other emergency personnel. If students are in your area at the time, instruct them to do the same.
- If you are instructed to shelter in place, close all windows and stay away from windows. You may be instructed to move to a safer location, i.e., an interior room or a lower floor.
V Crisis Communication Plan
This Crisis Communication Plan is designed to work in concert with CPCC’s All Hazards Emergency Response Plan and includes the Inclement Weather Communication Plan.

A. CRISIS COMMUNICATION PROCEDURES

Assessment: The individual who encounters a crisis or potential crisis situation should notify Security. Security will immediately assess the situation and gather as much accurate information from the scene as possible. The threat will be assessed and response will be determined according to the emergency level.

Emergency Level Classification

Level 1  A minor incident where College Security performs an assessment and confirms that there is no potential hazard to persons and/or property. Example: Minor injury, minor traffic accident.

Level 2  An incident that has the potential to pose a minimal hazard to persons and/or property. Example: Confirmed fire alarm, tornado watch.

Level 3  An incident that has potential to have widespread impact to the public safety and/or property and requires assistance from an outside agency. Example: Bomb threat, power outage.

Level 4  An incident or series of events that poses significant risk to persons and property requiring substantial assistance from resources outside the College. Example: Major Fire, explosion affecting many individuals/property, Terrorist Act in CenterCity.

Notification

• Level 1 or 2 - In the event of a Level 1 or Level 2 incident, College Security will notify the administrator (dean, director, Associate Vice President of Facilities, etc.) in charge of the area or department in which the incident occurs. College Security and the administrator will handle the incident at that supervisory level. College Security will also notify the Office of Community Relations and Public Affairs in the event media inquires about the incident.

• Level 3 or 4 – If College Security determines that the crisis, or potential crisis, is a level 3 or 4 incident, they will immediately contact the Associate Vice President for Facilities, who in turn will contact the Executive Assistant to the President, the Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs, and the Campus Dean. When a Level 4 incident occurs, College Security will notify the Associate Vice President for Facilities who in turn will contact the following individuals:
  - President’s Office
  - Executive Vice President
  - Executive Assistant to the President (who will notify other cabinet members)
  - Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs
The President or his designee will make the decision to activate the EOC and members of the Emergency Management Team will be notified by the Presidents Office via email, telephone or others means to report to the EOC. The Emergency Management Team with assistance from the Core Emergency Support Team will manage and activate procedures for Level 3 and/or Level 4 incidents as stipulated in the CPCC All Hazards Emergency Response Plan. Communication to faculty, staff, students, parents, media and the general public will be followed as outlined in this crisis communications plan. The Communication Emergency Support Team will be notified to assist with information management under the direction of the Assistant to the President of Community Relations and Public Affairs.

RESPONSE – COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

The Emergency Management Team, after assessing the nature and scope of the situation, will develop a plan of action and activate the Crisis Communication Plan to implement the plan. The Emergency Management Team and the Core Emergency Support Team may convene at the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to assess the situation and make decisions (based on the threat level of the situation). The crisis communications plan might include some or all of the following:

- **Designate a spokesperson**: The Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs will serve as coordinator of media contacts and spokesperson for the College. Security as well as others involved in the situation will feed accurate, up-to-date information to the Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs throughout the incident. All information will be verified for accuracy before releasing internally or externally. Other individuals possessing the most direct knowledge of the crisis (for example: the Director of Security in the event of a campus crime) may also respond to media requests and questions in coordination with the Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs.

  The Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs will coordinate with other Public Information Officers of various emergency response providers (for example: Fire Department, Police Department, Health Department, Medic) in releasing information to the media. Security will make the initial call to emergency response providers needed for the situation (fire, police, medic, FBI, SBI, Hazardous Materials Unit, Health Department, etc.)

- **Decisions regarding response and messages to be communicated** - In the event of a significant crisis, the President and members of the cabinet will make decisions regarding response to the situation. The Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs, or the most appropriate member of the Cabinet in the event that the Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs is out of the office,
will take the lead in conveying the College’s response to the crisis. This response will show that the College has control of the situation, will calm public concern, and will set an example for the entire campus. Without a prompt, strong voice of leadership, confusion may result.

- **Draft Key Messages:** The Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs will draft the key messages that will be used to communicate all known and confirmed facts to faculty, staff, students and the media. These messages will be developed in conjunction with the appropriate personnel involved in the incident (security, facility services, etc.) All messages will be checked and verified before seeking approval by the President’s Office (or key cabinet member in charge). After approval, the key messages/fact sheet will be released internally and externally. The fact sheet should contain a summary statement of this situation including all known and confirmed details to be released to faculty, staff, students and the media. The fact sheet should be analyzed with respect to the Buckley Amendment, public right to know, and concerns for privacy and security. Consultation with College legal counsel is recommended as necessary. *(templates will be drafted for various emergencies such as weather related emergencies, power outage, gas leaks, gun on campus, death of student, etc in advance and can be updated when a situation occurs)*

- **Notify Key Constituencies:** Key constituencies should be informed promptly of the crisis and important information regarding response. It is important to first keep administration, faculty, staff, and students informed of appropriate details and actions taken by the College during an emergency situation. Effective communications will help reduce rumors, maintain morale, and ensure continued, orderly operations.

  **Internal audiences should receive communication first regarding the crisis situation. The Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs will work with the Vice President for Instruction’s Office and the Vice President for Enrollment and Student Services’ Office to communicate these messages internally.**

**Internal Communications**

**Campus Administrators, Faculty, and Staff:** All faculty and staff should be notified as promptly as possible regarding the crisis situation and key information related to the response. The following methods will be used to communicate with faculty and staff:

- **Broadcast email** to all faculty and staff members with pertinent information (as outlined in the approved key messages)
- **Emergency information activated on CPCC website**
- **Critical information for employees posted in a secure location on the CPCC intranet**
- **Phone system activated to call all CPCC office numbers with**
Emergency Message

- Faculty and staff will be asked to share information with students/classes as appropriate

In the event that all phone systems and computer systems are down; the building captain program will be activated to contact faculty and staff by verbal communication throughout all buildings.

Students: It is critical that students receive information in a timely manner regarding the crisis situation. The following methods will be used to communicate with CPCC students:

- **Broadcast email to all students with pertinent information** (as outlined in the approved key messages)
- **Messages posted on CPCC Channel 17**
- **Key message to students posted on CPCC Website**
- **Faculty and staff to share key messages with students**
- **Message on dedicated phone lines (CHRIS), Information Center (2722) and on college hold messages**
- **Announcements posted in Student Life Area, Student Success Center, and key buildings at various locations**
- **Local media announcements**
- **Updates will be provided to the CPCC Call Center (704.330.CPCC) about the emergency in order to answer questions from callers.**

Parents of Students: A rumor-control hotline, or a dedicated line with taped updates on the situation, should be established. This line can be used by students, parents and other audiences. Parents will also be encouraged to access the College website, CPCC TV 17, and local media for updated information.

Trustees/Foundation Directors and Presidents Council: These persons may be reached via telephone, facsimile or email. Lists are maintained by the Administrative Assistant to the President who will implement any correspondence with these individuals. The Executive Assistant to the President will coordinate this communication effort.

Businesses on Impacted Campus: Any businesses located on the impacted campus will be notified of the crisis situation (for example: Bojangles, Follets Bookstore, and other businesses). The College Services Support Team in cooperation with the Communication Support Team will make the initial contact and share necessary information.

Other internal groups that should be considered for communication in a crisis are:

- Faculty College Senate
- Classified Staff
- Learning Council
- Leadership Council
- Facilities Partners
- Student Government Association
- Phi Theta Kappa
- North Carolina Department of Community College System Office
- Alumni

**External Communications**

**Mass Media:** Media serves as a critical tool in getting timely information out to the general public regarding a crisis situation. The Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs will share with the local media key messages regarding the crisis situation. The following procedures will be used in communicating with local media:

- A designated place will be determined where media can gather on the campus. CPCC Security will assist in ensuring that media is contained in this location.
- The Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs will draft press releases and coordinate assembly of fact sheets for distribution to the media.
- Press conferences may be held on campus in conjunction with key emergency response providers to provide accurate, up-to-date information on the crisis situation.
- Updated information will be provided throughout the crisis situation to media.
- All media inquiries should initially be directed to the Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs (704) 330-6660/office or (704) 995-2769/cell.

**Government Agencies:** The President or his designee will inform local and state government entities (Mayor, Governor, North Carolina Community College System, Chair of County Commission, others) when necessary.

**Emergency Response Agencies:** The Director of Security will notify emergency response units. Emergency response agencies that may be contacted are:

- Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department
- Mecklenburg County Sheriff’s Department
- Charlotte-Mecklenburg Fire Department
- County Fire Marshal’s Office
- Huntersville Fire Department
- Huntersville Police Department
- Matthews Fire Department
- Matthews Police Department
- Mecklenburg County Emergency Management
Local Community: If the situation has an impact on local residents, information should be carried on the CPCC website homepage and CPCC TV 17. Fliers can be distributed if other communication vehicles are not available.

If appropriate, meetings should be arranged with leaders of the neighborhood associations near all College campuses. This outreach should be coordinated by the Assistant to the President for Community Relations and Public Affairs.

Critique: In the event of an incident that requires a Level 3 or 4 response, a critique will be performed by the Emergency Management Team with the Core Emergency Support Team and the Safe College Team. An assessment of response mode and corrective actions will be performed to identify problems or unmet needs. This will allow the opportunity to avoid making mistakes in the event of future, similar incidents or avoid them all together.

B. CPCC INCLEMENT WEATHER PLAN

The College may be closed or operations curtailed when severe weather or other emergencies warrant such actions. In the event of inclement weather (Level 1 and 2 incidents) or other emergency situations (Level 3 and 4 incidents), all members of the College community should listen to area radio and television stations for announcements regarding the operation of the College. In addition, the CPCC website will have a banner announcement regarding closings.

In the case of cancellation, delay, or early dismissal of classes, it is the responsibility of the President or a designated representative to determine closing status. The decision regarding the cancellation or delay or classes will be made and announced as quickly after the situation develops. All classes and offices will be notified when the decision is made to dismiss classes early. Announcements will also be made through the following media:

WBT (WBT & SUNNY)  WFAE
WPEG  WBTV
WEZC  WTRD
WSOC (AM, FM, & TV)  NBC 6
WMXC  CPCC TV
FOX News  NEWS 14
CPCC’s CHRIS 330-6970

When the College closes, all classes at all locations are canceled. When Charlotte-
Mecklenburg schools are closed, CPCC classes at those schools are canceled. Announcements will include statements that direct students, faculty, and staff to follow one of two plans.

**Plan 1:** The announcement given to the media will be - “CPCC is closed.”
Interpretation: Classes are canceled/college closed/designated employees report to work. When Plan 1 is implemented, the College will be closed to all employees except Security and Facilities Services personnel who are needed to make the campus safe.

**Plan 2:** The announcement given to the media will be “CPCC no classes, employee workday.”
Interpretation: Classes canceled/faculty and staff report to work. Delayed openings will start with classes normally scheduled at that time.

Faculty, staff, and administrators should not plan to come to campus when Plan 1 action is in effect. Any exception requires that the employee first report to the Campus Security Office. For safety precautions, a security officer will accompany the employee.

**VI Emergency Evacuation Plan**

**WHEN AN ALARM SOUNDS:**
1. Evacuate the building when required to do so by Security, Facilities Service or Building Emergency Captain personnel or upon hearing an alarm - even if no one advises you to leave. Close all interior doors and turn off lights behind you.
2. Move to the closest EXIT and proceed down the EXIT stairwell in a safe and orderly manner, single file, keeping to the right. Do not use the elevators.
3. All CPCC faculty and staff must assist students and visitors in a prompt and orderly evacuation to designated assembly areas.
4. Remain at least three hundred (300) feet outside of the building in the *designated assembly area and await further instructions from emergency personnel.
5. Do not go back into the building for any reason! If you have a problem or concern, please inform Security personnel.

**Designated Assembly Areas**

**Central Campus** designated assembly areas include all CPCC parking lots and the Quad, which is the area bordered by Van Every, Terrell, Learning Resource Center, (LRC), Giles, Science, Kratt Hall, Citizens, and Belk Buildings.

**Cato, Harper, Harris, Levine and North** designated assembly areas are the parking lots.
### Central Campus Designated Areas of Rescue Assistance*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional Development Building</td>
<td>First Floor loading dock, First Floor Entrance Lobby, First Floor Back Stairwell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology Building</td>
<td>First Floor Entrance Lobby, First Floor Back Loading Dock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan Morgan Building</td>
<td>First Floor Front Stairwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic and Performing Arts</td>
<td>First Floor Theater Lobby, First Floor Outside Stairway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Designated Areas of Rescue at these locations are equipped with two way communication.

### Additional Instructions for Persons with Disabilities

#### Persons using wheelchairs:
If you are on a ground floor, you may not need assistance exiting the building. Proceed to the designated assembly area to wait for instructions on when the building may safely be reentered.

If you are located in a multi-level building, exit to the nearest fire safe stairwell or elevator lobby with fire safe doors separating the lobby from the incident. Ask for assistance. Contact Security at (704) 330-6911 or have someone let Security know where you are located in the building.

#### Persons with mobility impairments:
These individuals may use crutches, canes or walkers. Ask for assistance. If you are unable to use stairs, follow the procedure for persons using wheelchairs (see above).

Persons who are deaf or hard of hearing:
Most buildings are equipped with visual fire alarm systems.
Be familiar with the evacuation route in your building before an incident occurs.
Ask for assistance by writing a note or using hand gestures.

#### Persons who are blind or visually impaired:
Most buildings are equipped with audio fire alarm systems.
Ask for assistance evacuating and let the person know how to assist you.
If you have a guide dog, instruct the person on how to assist you.

### VII Shelter in Place Procedures

Some emergencies may require that CPCC students, faculty, staff and visitors take shelter inside the building. Incidents such as severe weather, violent intruders, or hazardous material release are examples where it may be safer to shelter in place. Based on the incident, one of the following messages will be communicated:

#### 1. Sheltering In
In some incidents, occupants may be directed to remain in place until further notice. Information concerning the event will be distributed through security, building captains, broadcast emails, CPCC TV and posted the CPCC website. The following initial actions should be taken:

- All students, faculty, staff and visitors should move into or stay inside a nearby campus building.
- Close and move away from all windows and doors. Lock doors if possible.
• Remain in place until notified by emergency personnel, security or building captains.

2. Severe Weather Response - Safe Area Locations
In severe weather incidents, such as a tornado, occupants will be notified to move to a safe location in the building through an email to all employees, posted on the CPCC website and included on CPCC TV. The following initial actions should be taken.
  • If a tornado threatens, seek shelter immediately.
  • Move to the lowest level of the building, basements are safest.
  • Move to the interior area of the building (inner hallways, inner rooms).
  • Stay away from windows, skylights and other glass areas.
  • Stay out of areas with a large roof expanse (auditoriums, gymnasiums).

In case of a tornado, safe areas have been identified in every building at all campuses. Locations of safe areas for each campus can be found on the CPCC Emergency website.

VIII Crisis Debriefing/Psychological Counseling
(Employee Assistance Program and Student Support included here)

IX Training
Training will be provided to all employees to prepare for an emergency in the following forms:
  ▪ Overview of the All Hazards Plan during new employee orientation.
  ▪ Tabletop drills will be conducted for the Emergency Management Team, Core Emergency Support Team and Emergency Support Team leaders.
  ▪ Evacuation Drills
  ▪ Shelter in Place Drills

X Incident Specific Procedures

Fire
If there is a fire in your area, follow these guidelines:
1. If you discover a fire or smoke, leave the area and pull the fire alarm. From a safe location, call College Security at 6911 or (704)330-6911 from non campus phone and report the fire.
2. If you are able to safely extinguish the fire, do so only if you have been properly trained. Make sure that you have a safe exit from the fire area.
3. Evacuate the building as soon as the alarm sounds and proceed to the designated area of assembly. Take personal belongings with you.
4. On your way out, warn others nearby.
5. Move away from fire and smoke. Close doors and windows if time permits.
6. Touch closed doors. Do not open them if they are hot.
7. Use stairs only; do not use elevators.
8. Move at least 300 feet from the building and go to your building’s designated area of assembly.
9. Do not re-enter the building or work area until you have been instructed to do so by the emergency responders, College Security or Building Emergency Captain.

If there is a fire in your building: Evacuate immediately following the fire exit signs in your area.

**Bomb Threat**

**Bomb Threat**

**What should you do if you receive a bomb threat by phone?**

1. **If you receive a bomb threat by telephone** – When you hang up, immediately dial 9*57 from campus phones (*57 from non-campus phones) to electronically flag the call. If a telephone number is displayed on your phone, record that number.
2. Then immediately call Campus Security at 6911 (704.330.6911 from non-campus phones) using a land-line telephone, not a cellular or radio device. Provide information to Security and proceed as directed.
3. Do not activate the fire alarm. Turn off cell phones, walkie-talkies, or other radio devices; do not use this type of equipment until you are at least 300 feet from the potential bomb site.
4. This information concerning the call will be helpful to law enforcement officials:
   - Time of call and number from which call is made
   - Location of the bomb or time of possible detonation
   - Background noises that give clues to the location of the caller
   - Apparent gender and age range of the caller, voice quality (calm, excited, slurred), accents, speech impediments, or other clues to the possible identity of the caller

**Here are suggested tips for anyone who receives a bomb threat by phone.**

1. Keep caller on the line as long as possible. Ask him/her to repeat the message. Record every word spoken by the person.
2. If the caller does not indicate the location of the bomb or the time of possible detonation, ask him/her for this information.
3. Inform the caller that the building is occupied and the detonation of a bomb could result in death or serious injury to many innocent people.
4. Pay particular attention to background noises, such as motors running, music playing and any other noise which may give a clue as to the location of the caller.
5. Listen closely to the voice (male, female), voice quality (calm, excited), accents, and speech impediments. Immediately after the caller hangs up, report the threat to Campus Security at 6911 (704.330.6911). Campus Security will notify law enforcement personnel and other emergency responders.
6. Remain available, as law enforcement personnel will want to interview you.

**What should you do if you receive a bomb threat by other means?**

If you receive a bomb threat by any other means, immediately call Campus Security at 6911 (704.330.6911 from non-campus phones) using a land-line telephone, not a cellular or radio device. Provide information to Security and proceed as directed. Do not activate
the fire alarm. Turn off cell phones, walkie-talkies, or other radio devices; do not use this 
type of equipment until you are at least 300 feet from the potential bomb site.

**In the event an evacuation occurs**—either by sounding an alarm, making an 
announcement, or sending individuals recognized as reliable authority figures (e.g., 
uniformed law enforcement, Campus Security personnel, uniformed Facilities Services 
staff, and key administrators)—follow these steps. In situations involving evacuations, it 
is imperative that everyone cooperate.

1. Gather personal belongings within arms reach and take them with you. 
   (This makes it easier for the room to be swept as there should be no 
   unusual items remaining in the classroom.) Do not try to run back to your 
   offices or other rooms to grab personal items (these areas may not have 
   been swept yet). Do not unnecessarily delay your exit by trying to collect 
   personal items.

2. Proceed immediately and calmly to the nearest exit. Do not use elevators. 
   Individuals with physical conditions that prevent them from using the 
   stairs should assemble in designated areas *(see below), if there is no 
   ground level exit available for use.

3. Faculty should ensure that students exit their classrooms and should turn 
   off the lights and close the classroom door. Staff working with students in 
   their offices should ensure that the students exit and then turn off lights 
   and close the office door. Designated personnel will ensure that common 
   areas of the buildings have been evacuated.

4. Do not trigger the fire alarm. Turn off cell phones or other radio devices 
   and do not use these devices until you are at least 300 feet from the 
   building. Some explosive devices may be triggered by the frequencies of 
   this equipment.

5. Assemble the designated distance from the building, which is a minimum 
   of 300 feet. Longer distances may be designated at the site to minimize 
   danger from flying debris if an explosion should occur.

6. Remain assembled until word is given to return to the building or leave the 
   premises. Follow all instruction given by Campus Security or the Campus 
   Dean.

7. Please remember that the President of the College determines whether to 
   close the campus. If the President decides the campus should be closed, 
   this information will be communicated to Campus Security and the 
   Campus Dean for notification to those assembled outside.

**Utility Disruptions**
- Power Outage
- Water Outage
- Gas Leak

**Technology Systems Disruption**
- Identity Theft
- Hazardous Material Incident
- Explosion

**Criminal Activity/Violent Behavior**
CPCC seeks to promote a teaching and learning environment that is safe for all students, 
faculty, staff and visitors. The following information is intended to serve as a guide and is
based on best practices from law enforcement experts. There is no one best response for every possible situation that could arise. Individuals faced with deciding what to do in the face of a violent attack should take the following responses into consideration and then use the information available to make a personal decision concerning which response to choose. Being prepared for emergency situations and understanding your personal skills and limitations will help you to respond in the best possible manner.

If you see or know that a person has a firearm on campus; or if you hear shots fired on campus; or if you witness an armed person shooting people (active shooter), the following actions are recommended:

1. Exit the area immediately if it is safe to do so.
2. Notify anyone you may encounter to exit immediately.
3. Evacuate to a safe indoor location away from danger. If possible, go to another campus building. It may be necessary to leave the campus.
4. Contact Security at 6911 or (704) 330-6911 and provide the following information:
   - Your name.
   - Location of the incident (be as specific as possible).
   - Number of shooters (if known)
   - Identification or description of shooter.
   - Number of persons involved.
   - Your location.

If you are directly involved in an incident and exiting the area is not possible, the following actions are recommended:

1. All students, faculty, staff and visitors should move into or stay inside a nearby campus building.
2. Close and move away from all windows and doors. Lock doors if possible.
3. If you cannot lock the door, use desks, chairs, door stops or other items to barricade the door.
4. Try to cover the door windows or block the view inside the room.
5. Remain quiet and act as if no one is in the room.
6. Do not answer the door.
7. Contact Security at 6911 or (704) 330-6911 and provide the following information:
   - Your name.
   - Location of the incident (be as specific as possible).
   - Number of shooters (if known)
   - Identification or description of shooter.
   - Number of persons involved.
   - Your location.
8. Wait for police or security to assist you out of the building.

Be mindful that violent attacks can involve any type of weapon, not only a gun. Knives, blunt objects, physical force or explosives can be just as deadly as a handgun; the suggestions listed here would be applicable in any violent encounter.
Medical Emergency
Medical Assistance/First Aid
1. Call Security at 6911 (704-330-6911 from non-campus phone).
2. Security will administer first aid

Blood/Bodily Fluid Spill
1. Call Security at 6911 (704-330-6911 from non-campus phone).
2. Security will notify Housekeeping for clean up.
3. Do not attempt to clean a blood/bodily fluid spill unless properly trained.

Severe Weather
Hurricane / Tornado
In the event of inclement weather or other emergency situations, all members of the College community should listen to area radio and television stations for announcements regarding the operation of the College. In addition, announcements regarding closings or delays will be posted on the CPCC website and on the College’s cable station, CPCC TV 17. When the College closes, all classes at all campuses are canceled. Examples of inclement weather include severe thunderstorms, tornados, hurricanes, flooding, snowstorms and ice storms.

If classes are in session and a tornado warning is in effect (a tornado has been spotted in the area), CPCC employees and students should follow these guidelines:

Seek shelter immediately.
Move to the lowest level of the building. If there is a basement in your building, use this area.
Move to the interior area of the building (inner hallways, inner rooms).
Stay away from windows, skylights, and other glass areas.
Stay out of areas with a large roof expanse (auditoriums and gyms).
CPCC employees will receive information by email and on the CPCC website when tornado watch and warning announcements are made by the National Weather Service. A tornado watch means that conditions are favorable, while a tornado warning means that one has been spotted in the area. Please share this information with your students.

Ice/Snow Storm
Hurricane

Aircraft Incident
Nuclear Power Plant Incident
Special Events
Infectious Disease
Flood